Travel

What's hot in travel in April
By James Wilkinson

DRINKING AT...
COFFER BAY, PARIS
The practice of sharing wine makes
someone at the bar if you want to
arrive at the bar before 2am for a
cheerful, quick rinse out. If you
arrive at the bar after 2am with
someone at the bar then order
the range by ordering a paddle at
their relaxed outdoor bar. 09h01
Barnsley Shop, Buxton 3334.
0417 781 915. cheeltigra.com.au
Opening hours vary; check Facebook
page for details.

1 CENTRAL PARK, NEW YORK
Sustainability is key at 1 Central Park,
located in New York’s Midtown City.
100% percent cotton sheets. In
the showers you’ll find a five-
minute hourglass to encourage you
to save water and the mini bar is
loaded with healthy, organic local
delights. 146 East 57th St, New York,
NY. 212 703 3005. www.1centralpark.com
centralpark.

EATING AT...
RUTZ, BERLIN
Chef Marco Müller’s family in the
Mitte district has a two-Michelin
certified restaurant and a 750-label
strong wine bar below. For Müller’s
ten-course inspiration menu, or pull
up a stool downtown and eat
summer Alexander Seiser choose the
right reading and some food to
match. 8 Haunossstrasse, Berlin,
Germany. +49 30 2462 8760.
rutz-restaurant.de.

Flying...
BRITISH AIRWAYS
BA’s home at London Heathrow
Terminal 5, with its shopping and
dining options (hello Paul Smith
and Gordon Ramsay), is one of
the many reasons we keep
flying the UK flag carrier. It’s also
one of the many reasons we keep
flying the UK flag carrier.

Housemade ice cream
OK, so the idea of ice cream in a
room is nothing new and, nor is
the notion of the product being
made in-house in hotels. But
a trend we are seeing is the huge
dependence on large-flavoured
sleeves of chocolates from
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